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QUESTION 1

A client has an existing AEM site using components that proxy AEM WCM Core Components. The site uses simple
page authoring without referenced content, The client wants to create a new experience on another marketing channel.
The plan is to use as much of the existing page content as possible to avoid refactoring the current content and to
maintain consistency across channels. 

Which AEM capability should an Architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. Experience Fragments 

B. Content Fragments 

C. Assets API 

D. Sling Model Exporter 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is implementing a new e-commerce site that is expected to get seasonal and flash-sale induced traffic peaks
from all over the world. It is projected that a minute of downtime could cause excessive lost revenue. The company 

management wants to keep resource utilization to optimal levels without experiencing degradation to avoid introducing
bugs in the system. 

The Architect needs to choose between AEM 6.5 and AEM as Cloud Service. 

What are the two most critical non-functional requirements the Architect must consider? (Choose two.) 

A. Scalability 

B. Availability 

C. Reliability 

D. Maintainability 

E. Usability 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 3

A client\\'s site does not show the latest page content for some site visitors. The client has two data centers with each
configured with a Dispatcher connected to two Publish machines. The site load issue only occurs intermittently for
visitors from one of the data centers. 

Which step should the Architect take to resolve the issue? 
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A. Disable caching on all impacted data centers Dispatchers to force the Publish machines to serve the page content 

B. Check the Publish instance(s) attached to the Dispatcher associated to the impacted data center 

C. Check the SSL certificate on the impacted data center\\'s load balance. 

D. Review the log files on the Author instances to determine if there are any template errors 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A website built on AEM Sites displays the company\\'s stock price in the footer of all pages. The stock data is retrieved
from a third party REST service using two-way SSL and rendered in an AEM component using HTL During performance
testing in the last development sprint it becomes apparent that the third party service sometimes takes up to 30 seconds
to respond, which degrades the overall site performance. 

How should an Architect address this issue? 

A. Call the REST service directly from the browser 

B. Temporarily remove the component from all content 

C. Load the stock data component asynchronously 

D. Add a 5 second timeout to the REST call 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A customer with an existing AEM implementation wants to enrich product pages with technical data coming from their
PIM system. The PIM system sits behind an API Management solution that publicly exposes the PIM API\\'s as RESTful
web services with basic authentication as the security mechanism. Data consistency with the PIM and secure access to
the APIs are key elements of the integration. 

How should the Architect set up the integration between AEM and the PIM? 

A. Integrate the AEM Publishers directly with the API Management solution 

B. Use a client-side integration with AJAX from the browser to the API Management 

C. Import the technical data into the AEM Author and replicate to Publishers 

D. Convert the technical data to Content Fragments and expose using Content Services 

Correct Answer: A 
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